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Abstract

The Roadways are the most of public facilities is used by people in their activities. It is because the roadway's function that connect one place to another places. Every roadway has its own capacity and the differences of compartmentation based on its vehicles.

Although K-Means Cluster can be used for grouping method, but it doesn't enough for this problem because it needs a specific number of Clusters. This final project implements new method in Dynamic Cluster using K-Means and Particle Swarm Optimization for optimal solution in Cluster problem. Particle Swarm Optimization's algorithm is used to find the number of Clusters with which the K-Means is used to find the best Cluster result.

Experimental evaluation is done by testing the parameter values in Particle Swarm Optimization and some scenarios problem about the condition of roadways. Experimental is divided based on the two kind of vehicles, motorcyle and car in some ranges of the time. The result of Experimental that have been
done is in every Cluster in the subscenario has the different member of roadways that depends of the time.
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